Nirengi Association

Terms of Reference
List the Sphere activities your organisation is intended to conduct in the next 12
months?
Current/Planned Activities (Please be as specific as possible)

Tentative timeline (if
applicable)

Engagement with local authorities & Advocacy work
+
+
+
+
+

Advocacy work towards Kadıköy Municipality
Engagement with NDMA (AFAD) Turkey and İzmir Province
AFAD Directorate
Support AFAD İzmir Province Team (6 disaster workers/
trainers)
Promote Sphere standards among the Disaster Platform
members (30 organisations)
Promote Sphere towards Turkish municipalities

Ongoing (2021)

Sphere trainings and events
+
+

+

Sphere trainings delivery to various stakeholders
Sphere trainings delivery to GNDR Turkey members
Joining Sphere secretariat’s invitations regarding trainings and
events.

Ongoing (2021)

Translation of the Handbook, Tools & Learning
+

+

Engage, support and follow up the translation of the 2018
Sphere Handbook with TR Red Crescent
The translation of Sphere Training (Introductory) PPTs into
Turkish

Ongoing (almost achieved)

Coordination with the Sphere community at country/regional
level
+
+

Sphere trainings delivery to different in- country stakeholders
Close collaboration with the other Turkish Focal Point (Turkish
Red Crescent Society)

Ongoing in 2021

Other activities
Proposed for 2021
+

Advocacy work for the Humanitarian Standards Partnership,
such as including HSP in the CPMS orientation package.
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How are you going to evaluate the success of the above-mentioned activities?
(Suggest success indicators for each above activity)
+
+
+

Printing of the 2028 Sphere Handbook into Turkish
# Delivered Sphere trainings
# Contributed Sphere related events in cooperation with Sphere secretariat and other
organizations.

Is your organisation working with other Standards initiatives? If so, how do you
collaborate with them? (Please indicate if you are a member of CaLP, CPMS, INEE, LEGS, Seep
network, ADCAP and/or the CHS Alliance)
+
+

Nirengi is a member of the Alliance for Child Protection in Humanitarian Action, and it
will apply for CHSA membership.
Zeynep Sanduvaç is an accredited Sphere, CHS and INEE trainer and Social -Emotional
Learning tool trainer.
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